
Bragar Cruise to Hebrides and 
Small Isles 2020 

D AV E ,  L U C Y  A N D  R U A R I



Saturday 08.06.20 (Regatta Saturday COVID adjusted) 

Packed the house into bags, packed bags into van, drove van to pier and packed van into boat with assistance from folks with bags, Malcolm 
and David with last minute fuel deliveries and Stuart and Findlay passing the bags below. The tide was due to turn north at 1600 in Kylerhea 
and we had a hard deadline of a departure from Plockton at 1400 latest which was achieved, just, with Lucy at the helm and Ruari in the 
carrier supervising from a safe distance. 

Steamed West into 10kt westerly breeze with sun shining as we passed a pod of playful dolphins in Loch Carron and then turned South 
through under the Skye bridge, waved off by Mum, Dad and Bess overhead.  

The tide turned North at Kylerhea at 1600 and we arrived at the ferry at 
around 1540 to pockets of adverse tide, and the feeling that we’d made it 
through by the skin of our teeth. 

We pushed on for Mallaig, with little wind to take the strain off the engine but 
did get the jib out a couple of times to add the occasional half knot of extra 
boat speed. We arrived in Mallaig at 1830 in time to say hello to the Crosbys, 
order pizzas (sold out) before putting Ruari down and rustling up a boat tea 
of roasted camembert (it was going to stink the boat out anyway) before 
having the Crosbys over for a wee dram to start the holidays proper! 

Both knackered, a beer was all we could manage before settling in for the 
night.
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Sunday 09.08.20 

We awoke in Mallaig, still reeling from the 
disappointment of oversold pizzas, and 
put to work getting ready for the off. Water 
tanks were topped off, bacon rolls 
procured, showers had and final 
provisions sought and before long we 
were steaming out of the habour at 1030 
playing chicken with the Calmac Ferry as 
we went. 

The trip across to Canna was beginning to 
set a bit of a tone, light westerlies and 
minimal assistance from the wind but 
Bragar made good progress and soon we 
were through the point of Sleat past the 
top of Rum and eyeing up our approach 
to Canna harbour again hopeful of a 
vacant visitors mooring in the bay. The 
mooring gods were again favourable and 
despite our choice of half a dozen, we 
picked our spot from our previous visit all 
the same and made use of the recently 
installed pick up buoy to secure Bragar 
before making preparations to land. 

With the dinghy up, engine fitted, shore kit 
including trainers and a picnic of beer and 
crisps packed we headed ashore, still in 
glorious sunshine and started off for 
engagement beach with a brief check in at  
the cafe on the way past. 

The walk took a lot longer than memories 
suggested, given we made it there and 
back between main course and pudding 
the last time, but carrying Ruari and a 
picnic slowed the pace a little, but soon 
we were there for a wander, a crawl a 
week beer and reminisce in the sun and a 
paddle in the sea, it was just as lovely a 
spot as remembered. 

We re-traced our steps back to the cafe, 
with a now sleeping Ruari in the carrier 
and enquired regarding food and despite 
not doing dinners til 1900 Gareth offered 
to knock us up a lobster and prawn tea in 
the sunshine with a bottle of crisp white 
for old times sake (even cycled a couple of 
miles to retrieve the lobster from the 
keep!) 

Dinner was enjoyed in the sunshine with a 
couple of swing dancers practicing their 
moves on the road in front of us and a bit 
of chat from the tables either side drawing 
the conclusion that at least one person 
from each table was a former pupil of 
Dingwall Academy?! 

We returned to Bragar in time for baths 
and bed, and following a brief chat 
around bathing Ruari in the galley, the 
boat bucket was pulled from the lazarette, 
filled with warm water and his lordship 
was lowered into it for some cockpit hot 
tubbing in the sunshine.  

With Ruari now asleep, there was a 
window for a cockpit nightcap in the sun 
and an early night, with big plans to cross 
the Minch tomorrow. 
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Monday 10.08.20 

Early alarms went off, and our mooring slipped and we sneaked out of Canna before breakfast with the engine on low, Having checked forecasts 
in Canna and expecting a solid easterly, we raised sail and had a fast reach along the top of Canna (in a steady southerly) before the wind shut 
off completely, thankfully as the sun came out threatening to make a decent  day of it. 

Having had a brief discussion over lobster the night before, the subject of Mingulay raised its head again and despite slight reluctance from 
Dave fuelled by hell stories in the pilot guide, the glorious weather tempted us into attempting a visit. We motor sailed our way to Mingulay (its 
a long way), anchored in the bay, prepped dinghy and despite warnings from pilot book we landed on the beach rather bumpily and made safe 
the dinghy for a bit of an explore. Lucy took the opportunity for a run up the hill for s bit of a view, meanwhile Ruari and Dave played on beach 
and took in what was genuinely one of the most beautiful beaches in the world on a truly 
glorious day knowing how few have made it this far south in the Hebrides and how fewer 
with an 11 month old! 

Given the slight swell and light onshore breeze, we were wary of both our remote situation, 
toddler management and the pilot guides warnings around difficulty of landing and 
launching in swell, and having got ashore without swamping dinghy (just) we were slightly 
apprehensive about launching and returning to Bragar. To do this the only sensible 
strategy involved loading Lucy and Ruari and walking the dinghy out with engine ticking 
over (centrifugal clutch so only revs stopping the prop spinning) and diving in and 
powering up throttle to drive through he swell before being sent back to the beach and 
potentially swamped/flipped. This was all going swimmingly until it became evident that 
Ruari had lost a welly in the mellee…   
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My initial reaction was, ok just let it go, wellies can be replaced, we made 
it off the beach luckily and the safety of the family was more important 
than the value of the lost welly in both cost and environmental impact. 
However I was overruled and a rescue attempt was required. Thankfully a 
repeat of the landing/launching process, this time a little more practiced 
resulted in a much wetter Dave but also an intact pair of wellies and no 
fear of a seabird getting its head stuck in the lost welly and dying a rather 
humiliating death. 

We returned to the boat, steamed north allowing one celebratory beer on 
route to Vatersay and made anchor at the head of the bay. Once settled, 
we opened a bottle of red and once Ruari safe in his bunk, sat on the 
fordeck as the dolphins buzzed around us for the rest of the evening.

M A L L A I G  TO  C A N N A



Tuesday 11.08.20 

After the usual routine of the toddler alarm clock, we dressed and breakfasted aboard 
looking across the expanse of Vatersay bay. We donned oilies and baby carrier and rowed 
dinghy ashore to explore, walked through the dunes to the main road and along into 
village for a look around. A lovely albeit quiet spot so we barely paused before reaching 
the end of the village and turned to return along beach to the dinghy, passing through a 
large but pretty chilled herd of cows on the shore. 

Once back to Bragar we had lunch at anchor before embarking on the short journey north 
to Castlebay. We lifted anchor and steamed north for the “Fisherman’s Passage” between 
the Isles of Uinessan and Snuasimul, had to breath in a bit and Lucy on the bow to eyeball 
the bottom as cruised through at 2 kts. Once in Castlebay we found a nice big space inside 
the outer breakwater, only to be moved along by the harbourmaster/local taxi driver onto 
a slightly tighter finger pontoon but still with plenty space for Bragar. 

The wind was starting to increase and we were glad of our planned overnight in a safe 
harbour with supermarket etc at hand and took the opportunity to replace Bragar’s cooling 
water pump. Wine and tool box were opened once R was in bed and the offending pump 
removed, impeller removed and after a bit of a battle involving a spilt bottle of red, every 
spanner in the box and eventually a pontoon cleat the retaining nut on the drive gear 
came off. At that point it became evident that the gear would not come off in a month of 
sundays, even with more wine and spanners in the mix and Dave made the decision to 
leave that fight for another day and crew retired to bed, not before getting a lead for a 
local mechanical fitter who could potentially help in the morning…. 
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Wednesday 12.08.20 

With the wind still increasing, a broken 
engine and no immediate desire to leave 
our comfortable berth in Castlebay we 
committed to a quiet day of shopping, 
walks and showers etc. First on the jobs list 
after coffee and brekky was to follow up 
on the lead of the night before to get the 
engine fixed, appentently the lifeboat 
station had some really BIG spanners. The 
lifeboat men were awesome, and once 
evident that none of their spanners was 
big enough, one of them said that his 
brother in law on the other side of the 
island had a set of gear pullers and if I 
gave him 20mins and the new pump he’d 
nip over and sort it. 20mins later and a few 
quid in the donations tin I was on my way 
back with the new pump ready to fit. 
Lifeboat legends… 

By mid morning, we had a neighbour on 
our finger, nice guy by the name of 
Maurice MacLeod on a Sadler 32, turned 
out to be from Kyle and played football 
with Dad, small world. He’d come over 

from Canna on a beam reach but weather 
looking punchy from the north. 

Next job was a fuel top up, ably assisted 
by the taxi/harbourmaster as we filled up 
his skoda with 60L of empty gerries, 
converted to full ones and carried back to 
Bragar. Then it was a supermarket trip, 
walk up the hill, showers before dinner 
and after seeing Princess Anne dip her 
bow into the bay and then abort, we took 
a wander round the harbour after to chat 
to the next arrival. Sailing a Hunter 27 
bilge keeler these two guys had sailed 
non stop from Fleetwood to Port Ellen 

(Islay), paused for a night and then sailed 
upwind non stop in 30kt northerlies to 
Castlebay, “hardcore” doesn’t do it justice, 
and their next planned stop was St Kilda! 
We retired to bed feeling woefully 
inadequate as west coast cruisers. 
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Thursday 13.08.20 

We awoke in the marina starting to feel restless, we met up with a family Lucy knew from days gone by for a coffee in their cockpit, had showers, 
another trip to the supermarket, a fill up of water and fuel tanks and prep for sea and waited for the weather to abate as forecast. Maurice went 
first, opting to beam reach back to Canna again, then the lads in the bilge keeler heading north, definitely throwing down the gauntlet and finally 
a big cruiser with a young crew. Weather not fully abated but in glorious sunshine and maybe a touch more wind than we were hoping for, but we 
went for it. 

The first sign things were potentially about to prove challenging was Lucy braking the handle off the main 
halyard clutch as we hoisted main in castle bay with both reefs in, an easy fix to re-feed through a kite clutch 
and we were off heading for the minch. It was only 9 NM to Eriskay once round the south cardinal off 
Castlebay, shouldn’t be too difficult, even considering our lateish 1600 departure…. 

Before long we were still on port tack about 3 miles offshore in 3m seas and 25kts of breeze, fine for a 
couple of hardened sailors with just the boat to worry about but adding the toddler dimension pushed it 
into the slightly punchy category. With one adult singlehanded sailing in heavy weather and the other 
single parenting below whilst trying to prepare dinner we were at our limit. At one point Lucy was throwing 
up in the galley sink with one hand for balance and the other restraining Ruari against the bulkhead and 
things weren’t much more fun upstairs. Eriskay couldn’t come soon enough and after a 6 hour battering, we 
were both done by the time we rolled into the harbour and definitely didn’t need the 7 attempts to find a 
questionable hold up against a lee shore with 30kt gusts blowing down off the hills. At least we overtook 
the bilge keeler somewhere in the Minch, both boats saluting eachother’s achievements on their arrival. I 
took anchor watch til 0200 and the expected drop in wind, with the Wolf of Wall St and a dram for 
company. 
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Friday 14.08.20 

After a restless night at anchor in Acarsaid 
Mhor Eriskay, we awoke groggy but ready 
to get out into more favourable conditions 
and put some miles into our journey north.  

We breakfasted at anchor, prepared the 
boat for passage and nudged out of the 
harbour hoping for less breeze and a 
much more settled sea… 

Unfortunately it soon became evident that 
was not on the cards and we sailed into 
very similar seas and wind to that we’d 
experienced the night before, and once 
past the headland north of the sound of 
Eriskay it was an easy call to free off for 
lochboisdale Marina, showers, food and 
safety of a pontoon and a guaranteed 
good nights sleep! We took a berth next 
to a beautiful Hallberg Rassy, took turns to 
use the showers etc and the embarked on  

a family walk in search of the 
supermarket… 

So as it turns out Lochboisdale 
supermarket isn’t in Lochboisdale, and 
Daliburgh is a few miles out of 
Lochboisdale, itself a few miles out of the 
marina, so we settled for a half and a half 
and a bag of ice not to mention an hours 
comedy from the bar at the Lochboisdale 
hotel. Never before had I been aware of 
the differences between the inhabitants of 
the different islands that make up the 

Hebrides, highly entertaining! Well 
refreshed we returned to the marina and 
prepped for a quiet evening and bucket 
bath night! Bigger day tomorrow. 
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Saturday 15.08.20 

With such low mileage achieved yesterday, a light forecast gave an opportunity for some 
serious mileage north and to maximise the distance travelled, we slipped out of 
Lochboisdale at 0900 after quick breakfast and a last visit to the warm showers. 

Loch Boisdale itself was bright and Sunny in light Northerly winds, but upon reaching the 
Minch the mist had rolled in. Visibility varied from about 10m to 2Km and often back again 
as we headed North, occasionally passing other yachts as they appeared and disappeared 
into the murk again. 

This was the theme for the whole day and our first real sight of land was upon entering out 
planned anchorage for the night. Unfortunately it was mostly land we could see as we 
looked for the entrance to the flodday sound, a river that ran between the islands of 
Floddaymore and Ronay and in behind the island of Haunaray less than 100m wide and 
twisting and turning its way towards the interior of north Uist, challenging enough without 
the mist! 

We found a quiet anchorage, after passing another yacht anchored eerily in the mist 
halfway up the sound and prepped for a barbecue ashore. At one point a man appeared 
in a rubber dinghy, on a bit of an adventure (probably from aforementioned yacht) but did 
nothing to take away from the oddness of the place and atmosphere provided by the pea 
soup mist. We returned to Bragar for bedtime and nightcaps just as the mist briefly lifted 
to allow us a glimpse of out surroundings in all their glory before darkness fell and we 
retired to our bunks.
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Sunday 16.08.20 

Morning in Flodday Beag and the mist had 
retreated again enough for us to see how 
tight the channel was that we motored 
though last night. Thankfully we made it 
safely out to open sea and proceeded 
north again, planned destination Scalpay 
in Harris but again more northerlies and an 
increasing sea state out in the Minch 
forced us into Lochmaddy for a bit of a re-
think. 

Landing there wasn’t the easiest with now 
a strong onshore breeze blowing us onto 
the pontoon and not a lot of depth for any 
errors. After finally berthing up and having 
a bit of discussion on options, we decided 
discretion was the better part of valour and 
we decided to crack off and run with the 
weather across the Minch and into the lee 
of Skye and loch Bracadale. 

We sailed across uneventfully, but radioed 
in prior to passing through Neist point TSS 

and crossed the minch in the company of 
dolphins before motoring past McLeods 
Maidens, not dissimilar to where one eyed 
Willie hid his treasure. Found an 
anchorage inside Oronsay Island, 
thankfully again Antares proved its value 
locating the one pesky rock slap bang in 
the middle of the bay, and we put the hook 
down and settled in for the evening in 
glorious sunshine. 
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Monday 17.08.20 

Woke in glorious sunshine and prepped for a short adventure ashore, Lucy 
with trainers on and set for a full on hill run, Dave with baby carrier and 
camera for a wander around the cliffs in the hope of a few decent snaps of 
the boat in a lovely spot. We then retraced our steps back to the dinghy 
and on to Bragar for the next passage, destination lock Scavaig. 

We steamed out of loch bracadale and down the west coast of Skye in 
glorious sunshine and paused at Rubha an Dunain with a plan for lunch 
and a walk to the viking canal but we were pipped to the only space in the 
anchorage by a charter boat speeding in from the west. So we lunched 
under way down the Soay Sound, trawled for fish, had a peek into Soay 
harbour and made our way into Loch Scavaig by mid afternoon to avoid 
the rush and pick a decent spot for the night.  

There were already 3 boats in when we got there and another 4 appeared 
between then and dinner time, but in the intervening period we decided 
to make the most of an opportunity to explore loch Coruisk without the 
tourists, assuming COVID had closed down the tour boats. However upon 
arriving at the landing stage, we were engulfed by two boats full of tourists!  

Nevertheless, we continued on to the loch, refilled fresh water in the river and Lucy washed her hair in it after. On returning to Bragar, we prepped 
for red pasta dinner, enjoyed a glass of wine and a bucket bath in the cockpit and retired early.  
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Tuesday 18.08.20 

Left loch Scavaig early and headed across to Rum for a flying visit, steamed south of Soay directly to the mouth of loch 
Scresort and dropped anchor off the ferry pier. After a quick snack and gathering of paraphernalia we pumped the dinghy, 
added outboard and made for shore. Took a walk (Ruari in the carrier) to Kinloch Lodge for a look around and walked to the 
local shop and round the head of the bay before returning to the dingy and onwards to Bragar. 

Engine on, anchor pulled and we were steaming for Mallaig for showers and supplies and after a game of chicken with a fish 
farm well boat on the point of Sleat and dodging an isolated rain shower in the middle of the sound, we fuelled and 
showered in Mallaig and steamed out again direction Inverie. 

After dodging fishing and pleasure boat wakes and in heavy rain we finally made it to 
one of the old forge moorings and prepped for going ashore. There was slight 
trepidation around what our dinner would be like, given the 16 years since last visit and 
questionable recent reviews of new ownership, however we were certainly made 
welcome and well fed before returning to Bragar for the night and a glorious sunset to 
our trip, thankfully after rain and midges had subsided.  
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Wednesday 19.08.20 

With a forecast of strong SW coming in by Wednesday evening, the sensible call with a toddler on board was to head for home early so with 
last nights pub dinner and sunset fresh in the memory we dropped the pub mooring and steamed out of the loch headed for home. 

Cutting the corner, but not too tight, past Doune and Airor we motored into Sandaig bay for lunch and a play on the beach, while we awaited 
favourable tides through Kylerhea and could continue our passage on to Plockton. By mid afternoon we were passing Kyle and we arrived in 
Plockton just in time for Ruari’s dinner, a quick boat unpack and safely ashore for bath and bed!
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